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Conclusions
◊ The binary systems of thioxanthone halogenated

derivatives have been explored showing that four
different solid solutions (formed based on parent
structures respectively) can be formed;

◊ The demonstrated approach shows that as far as
single-phase materials are considered, the properties
can be tuned in a continuous fashion, which is not
possible with chemically modifying the luminescent
organic molecules or using other crystal engineering
approaches.

Solid solution formation can be confirmed by means of melting phase diagram. It precisely
demonstrate that the thioxanthone halogenated derivatives form solid solutions between each
other, both - in limited and unlimited solubility of components. For the construction of the
solidus and liquidus lines the peak onset and offset temperatures were used, obtained using
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis.

Graphically depicting the melting of the crystallization products depending on the weight
fraction of the thioxanthone halogenated derivative, as well as including the maximum
temperature, a two-component phase diagram is formed (eutectic, soliduss – Tmelt., liquiduss
– Tmax.).

The obtained crystalline phases were characterized using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), those results
are consistent with the melt phase diagrams.

Four different halogenated derivatives of thioxanthone (pure compounds exhibit technologically relevant
luminescence properties) – TXANT-Cl, TXANT-Br, TXANT-I, and TXANT-F –, see below, were studied
experimentally.

Molecular structure of thioxanthone halogenated derivatives

To explore the solid solution formation between thioxanthone halogenated derivatives by:

◊ Crystallizing two component system in different component ratio;

◊ Characterize crystalline phases using PXRD and thermal methods of analysis;

◊ Studying results from photoluminescence spectra of all crystalline phases in powder form to confirm
that fine-tuning solid state luminescence properties of molecular crystals can be modulated via solid
solution formation.

Experimentally obtained crystalline phases from thioxanthone halogenated derivative mixtures, and 
quantities of solvent volume and mass of substances used in crystallization experiments
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Crystallization experiments were performed for mixtures of thioxanthone halogenated
derivatives, in different compositions (α100-xβx / %), from 100-x to x, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 100, using an
analytical balance and the resulting mechanical mixtures were then completely dissolved in
acetonitrile at 70°C. The clear solutions were left to evaporate till dryness.
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Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of selected thioxanthone halogenated derivative mixture system
composition samples (PXRD scenes are ranked from 0 to 100% (x in 5 to 10% increments)).

(a) I-TXANT100-xCl-TXANTx (b) I-TXANT100-xBr-TXANTx (c) I-TXANT100-xF-TXANTx

(e) F-TXANT100-xBr-TXANTx(d) F-TXANT100-xCl-TXANTx (f) Br-TXANT100-xCl-TXANTx

Photoluminescence spectra (left side) of all crystalline phases in powder form were recorded to see how
they change with respect to those of the pure substances known from the literature.
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Instead of representing each spectrum in luminescence colour, its emission colors are often represented by
CIE chromaticity diagrams (right side).


